Hybrid Teas & Grandifloras
Bronze Star
A hybrid tea rose with an old fashioned flare. 6" blooms of antique bronze
and rich apricot have a mild honey fragrance. The double blooms are
produced in abundant quantities on a robust, strong growing continual
blooming tall plant with medium green foliage.

Cinnamon Dolce (HT)
Cinnamon Dolce has a unique novel color, great exhibition form and very
strong fragrance. The disease resistance is very good for the west coast.

Crazy Love (GF)
Crazy Love™ boasts clusters of large, fully double, color-soaked blossoms
which are simply breathtaking to behold in the sunny landscape. Each
fragrant, petal packed flower includes shades of copper-yellow, peach, and
orange which shift to pleasing pink shades as the blooms mature. The
beauty of Crazy Love™ is matched only by its exceptional health and vigor,
making it a truly valuable variety for any true rose fan.

Dolly Parton (HT)
A great rose for a great performer. An unusual shade of red-orange with a
coppery cast. A 6" bloom (petals 35) or two will fill a room with
intoxicating fragrance. An upright, bushy repeat blooming plant with rich,
green foliage. Repeat bloomer in flushes throughout the season.

Enchanted Peace (HT)
A compact, disease resistant, bi-colored Hybrid Tea Rose. It has great
fragrance and works well in containers. Its bloom color contrasts beautifully
against dark green, very glossy foliage.

Julie Andrews (HT)
About as elegant as its namesake, the rose named after actress Julie
Andrews is nothing short of marvelous. Julie Andrews is a compact hybrid
tea suitable for containers, and has an upright, bushy growth habit. Fully
double, 4"-5" blooms of a deep pink with golden yellow reverse cascade
across disease resistant foliage and exude a strong but delicate fragrance.

Memorial Day (HT)
Lovely orchid pink hybrid tea rose with enormous old-fashioned full 5-6"
flowers (petals 50+) saturated with super-strong classic old rose fragrance.
Long, low-throned stems are lushly adorned with clean green leaves on a
continual blooming plant. Just one flower perfumes an entire room.

Mister Lincoln (HT)
Long-pointed buds open into large, well-formed, long stemmed, fully
double, 4" blooms (petals 24+) of deep red. The velvety texture of the
bloom is almost unbelievable. 'Mr. Lincoln' has outstandingly strong
damask fragrance that seduces the senses. A vigorous, tall, upright continual
blooming bush with dark green foliage.

Moonlight Romantica (HT)
Moonlight Romantica® displays large light yellow full double flowers that
are fragrant. It also has an excellent disease tolerance in the garden.

Oh Happy Day Eleganza (HT)
This award-winning Oh Happy Day Eleganza® Hybrid Tea Rose grows
vigorously and blooms in small clusters throughout the season. Oh Happy
Day Eleganza® Hybrid Tea Rose is lightly fragranced, classically shaped,
creamy apricot blossoms unfurl from high-centered deep apricot buds and
pale to a delicate yellow and pastel pink. Oh Happy Day Eleganza® Hybrid
Tea Rose has excellent disease resistance.

Peace (HT)
Beautiful, large, heavy cupped to high centered 6" blooms (petals 45) of
golden primrose-yellow with soft rose-pink shadings on what should be a
strong growing continual blooming bush with large, rich-green, leathery
foliage and a mild fruity fragrance. Medium height.

Pinkerbelle (HT)
Pinkerbelle™ is a very unique breakthrough hybrid tea, combining a spicy
verbena fragrance and superior disease resistance. Ovoid buds unfurl into
large, cream-colored flowers edged with bright pink.

Princesse Charlene de Monaco (HT)
Princesse Charlene de Monaco® is a very beautiful Romantica® type
Hybrid Tea rose. Its very fragrant flowers are fully double and light apricot
to shell pink in color. It has excellent disease resistance.

Queen Elizabeth (GF)
Clear pink Grandiflora with moderate tea fragrance, dark glossy foliage, and
tall upright form. Pink 3-4" blooms (petals 38) are borne singly and in
clusters have a cupped, high centered form.

Ring of Fire (HT)
Fiery orange flowers that fade to yellow at the base bloom in flushes
throughout the season, averaging about 4" in diameter. Ring of Fire™ has
beautiful matte green foliage and a bushy growth habit. Classic hybrid teashaped blooms stand on tall stems, making it a bright spot in any landscape.

Stiletto (HT)
Stiletto™ may be a traditional hybrid tea, but it sure does burst with color
and fragrance. Marked by its deep magenta color that doesn't fade, Stiletto™
displays spectacular contrast with its dark, glossy green foliage. Diseaseresistant and powerfully vigorous. This rose is a showstopper that will never
go out of style.

Sweet Spirit (GF)
These sweetly fragrant blossoms are sure to imbue sweet vibes into your
rose garden. Large buds spiral open to reveal full double blooms of classic
form in an eye-catching shade of rich, violet-red. The dark green, semi-

glossy foliage has proven quite impervious to black spot and handles hot,
humid climates with ease.

Wild Blue Yonder (GF)
Camellia-like in form and drenched with fragrance of citrus blossom and
rose, this AARS award winner just gets better as it settles into your garden.
Deep green leaves make a lush backdrop to the ruby-red purple blossoms
with lavender eyes. Bloom 4 1/2", Petals 25-30

World War II Memorial
Light pink. This exhibition high-centered Hybrid Tea has a wonderful
strong fragrance and is perfect for cutting. World War II Memorial Rose Hybrid Tea - Very Fragrant – Heat Tolerant – Very Disease Resistant.

Floribundas
Earth Angel Parfuma
Exceptionally fragrant peony-shaped flowers. Apricot center, creamy pink.
Foliage is bright glossy green This old-fashioned rose has an unusual fruity
top note: the first impression is of lemon, and sparkles like a fine note of
champagne, then presents a hint of elder flower and a discreet top note of
ripe raspberries.

Bolero
The perfect rose inside and out, Bolero delivers an outstanding performance
in the garden. Bolero’s romantic clusters of heavily petaled, white flowers
are blessed with an extraordinarily strong fragrance of traditional rose mixed
with tropical fruit. Disease resistant, glossy leaves, and a tidy growth habit
make this compact Floribunda perfect for anywhere in your garden. Don’t
miss out on this prolific blooming rose!

Cinco de Mayo
Large double blooms are a blend of smokey lavender and rusty red. The
rounded and bushy plant compliments with glossy green foliage. Blooms
resist fading and disease resistance is strong.

Cream Veranda
Being the only strong-smelling rose of the Veranda® collection, Cream™
Veranda® stands out with its elegant color and old-fashioned bloom forms
as well. A repeat bloomer from mid-spring through fall, the compact size
and manageable growth habit make it easy to care for through the season.
Cream™ Veranda® thrives in containers as well as in a garden setting.

Earth Angel Parfuma
Earth Angel™ grows large clusters of very fragrant globular blush blooms,
with shades of pink in the center. The creamy buds open to quartered and
deeply cupped old-fashion flowers. Earth Angel™ is a healthy and bushy 3′
– 4′ tall rose plant.

Europeana

Another international favorite, this superb rose has established the high
benchmarks that no other red Floribunda has approached. It bears
extraordinary clusters of seductive dark red double blossoms. The abundance
of blooms can often overshadow the deep green foliage and bronzy new
growth. Proven performer, does best in heat.

Fiesta Veranda (New)
Fiesta Veranda® has a very strong, bright flower color, of yellow largely
suffused with orange, which contrasts nicely against dark green, glossy
foliage. It is a heavy bloomer and performs well in containers or as a low
hedge in the garden.

Mango Veranda
This rose is a perfect choice if you need a compact, easily manageable but
equally beautiful rose for a small space. Copper-orange flowers with an oldfashioned shape bloom from spring to fall and give off a mild, fruity
fragrance.

Orchid Romance
Orchid Romance is medium pink in color with undertones of lavender. On
warm days the fragrance should be evident with a strong citrus aroma.
Strong citrus fragrance and good disease resistance.

Plum Perfect Sunbelt
Plum Perfect, a proud member of the Kordes North America Sunbelt®
collection, is the epitome of floral excellence. Plum Perfect Sunbelt® has
numerous, very intensely plum-colored, double flowers. Its old fashioned
blooms flaunt ruffled petals and release a mild, sweet fragrance. The foliage
is a healthy and shiny, medium green, and the variety performs well in heat
and humidity.

South Africa Sunbelt
Glorious, dark golden blooms light up your landscape with glowing amber
tones that remain colorfast! People rave about the showy color of these
moderately fragrant, double blooms. Each one features up to 25
petals...which makes them a nectar boon to butterflies and beneficial
pollinators, too! Part of the Sunbelt® Collection by Kordes, South Africa
Rose bush really stands up to the heat. This award-winning, upright beauty
reblooms clusters of incredible cupped flowers all season from late spring
through fall.

White Lies (New)
The fully double, clustered blooms of White Lies open bright white, which,
if you didn't know better, might make you think you have the wrong rose.
but as the name implies, the rounded flowers quickly flush to an intense red
before finishing completely maroon. considering the bushy, rounded plants
with their glossy green leaves are blooming machines, you'll have plenty to
watch on this colorful creation.

White Veranda
White Veranda® is the newest addition to the Veranda® collection,
showcasing pure white blooms on a small, compact bush making it highly
suitable for growing in containers. Vigorous on its own roots, White
Veranda® displays incredible performance and is sure to brighten up any
patio as it blooms all season long.

Shrubs/Polyanthas /Knockouts
Coral Miracle
3½" Double flowers are Salmon pink, 18-24 petals, bushy rounded habit,
dark green leaves, slightly fruity fragrance. Cousin to Miracle on the
Hudson.

Pretty Polly White
Pretty Polly® White is a white polyantha rose with very good disease
resistance and excellent flowering from spring through fall. It maintains a
very pleasing, compact habit in the landscape and is nearly thornless!

Ringo
This truly special rose is awash in sunny yellow blooms, each graced with a
bold red ring in the center. As the blooms age, they fade to white with a pink
ring, continuing the effect. Sturdy and disease resistant, this pretty rose
gives a long-lasting performance, year after year, with little care or
maintenance required.

Ringo All-Star
The single flower start-off melon-orange with a candy-red eye, then
transforms to soft lavender with a pink center. Each flower has five petals
and bright yellow stamens, set against handsome, green foliage. Its many
attributes include reblooming and being disease resistant and robust. Ringo
All-Star™ Rose Rosa x has an upright habit with a height of 34-36 inches. It
attracts pollinators. This shrub rose is resistant to powdery mildew and
blackspot.

The Fairy
The Fairy Rose, Rosa 'The Fairy', is a shrub rose that has hundreds of small
shell pink blooms that appear on a virtually foolproof plant. It has been
popular since 1932. The Fairy Rosebush has spreading pyramidal clusters of
blooms and has fern-like leaves that are disease proof.

The Petite Knock Out
Petite Knock Out® is the first-ever, miniature Knock Out® Rose, offering more
versatility than any other member in The Family! This small plant makes a big impact
with fire-engine-red blooms and flower power, easy care, and disease resistance true of
Knock Out® Roses.

English Roses by David Austin
Benjamin Britten
Strong salmon-pink that changes with age to a particularly strong shade of
pure pink. Deeply cupped flowers gradually develop into an open, slightly
cupped rosette. Medium height; vigorous, with dense semi-glossy foliage.
Ideal for the border or may be grown in a large pot or container. The
fragrance is intensely fruity, with aspects of wine and pear drops.

Bathsheba (CL)
Apricot-yellow buds open to shallowly cupped, many petalled rosettes.
They are a beautiful blend of subtle apricot-pink and soft yellow, giving the
overall impression of apricot, with creamy outer petals. There is a superb
floral myrrh fragrance, with hints of honey and Tea. It forms a short,
vigorous climber.

Charles Darwin
Strong and delicious fragrance which varies between a soft floral tea and
almost pure lemon according to weather conditions. David Austin states the
blooms of 'Charles Darwin' are some of the largest to be found in the
English Roses. The flowers are very full and rounded at first then open to a
shallow cup. They are a lovely shade of rich yellow - almost Old Gold sometimes with lemony or sandy tints. It makes a most attractive, bushy and
eye catching shrub that is very healthy and would be ideal towards the front
of a mixed border.

Claire Austin
A beautiful, arching bush with gorgeous very full, globular cupped 3.5"
nearly white blooms. This repeat bloomer will provide you with a strong
fragrance of myrrh, meadowsweet, and vanilla in several flushes through the
growing season. A grand upright blooming beauty that you will love in your
own garden. petal count 41+,

Crown Princess Margareta (CL)
Crown Princess Margareta produces large, neatly-formed rosettes of a
delightful apricot-orange that later pale to soft yellow. A wonderful, fruity
tea rose fragrance accompanies this variety that is well suited to the back of
the border or as a climber. Bloom 4-5", Petals 100+

Darcy Bussell
When young, the outer petals of each bloom form a perfect ring around an
inner cup, gradually opening out to form a perfect, medium-large rosette.
The color is a deep, rich crimson-pink, taking on a tinge of mauve just
before the petals drop. There is a light-medium fruity scent. It forms a
compact shrub with attractive bushy growth making it perfect for containers
and borders.

Desdemona
Peachy pink buds open to beautiful, white, chalice-shaped blooms, with a
pinkish hue. The incurved petals create an arresting interplay of light and
shadow. The strong Old Rose fragrance has hints of almond blossom,
cucumber, and lemon zest. It forms a most attractive neat, rounded, bushy
shrub. Ideal for containers and borders.

Emily Bronte
An exceptionally beautiful rose; the distinctive blooms are very neat and
rather flat. Each bloom is a lovely soft pink, with a subtle apricot hue, the
smaller central petals deepening to rich apricot and surrounding a button
eye, which unfurls to reveal deep-set stamens. The strong Tea fragrance
becomes more Old Rose, with delicious hints of lemon and grapefruit. It
forms a bushy shrub with strong, healthy, upright growth.

Gentle Hermione
The perfectly formed, shallow cups are pure light pink, paling to soft blush
on the outer petals. There is a strong, warm myrrh fragrance. It forms an
attractive, quite broad shrub, with slightly arching stems. The leaves are
tinged red at first, later turning green. Particularly resistant to rain.

Golden Celebration
One of the largest-flowered English Roses, bearing rich yellow blooms in
the form of giant cups. They have a strong Tea fragrance, developing
wonderfully combined notes of Sauternes wine and strawberry. It forms a
rounded shrub, with ample foliage – the flowers held beautifully poised on
long, arching branches.

Graham Thomas (CL)
With its vigorous, upright growth, it makes a very good climber, both in
beauty and performance. It bears medium-sized, cupped blooms of an
unusually rich, pure shade of yellow. They have a light Tea fragrance.

James L. Austin
Bears large, many petalled, deep pink rosettes, each with a button eye. There
is a light-medium strength fruity fragrance. It forms a neat and tidy shrub
with a bushy, upright habit.

Lady of Shalott
Rich orange-red buds open to chalice-shaped blooms, filled with loosely
arranged, orange petals. The surrounding outer petals are salmon-pink with
beautifully contrasting golden-yellow undersides. There is a pleasant, warm
Tea fragrance, with hints of spiced apple and cloves. It quickly forms a
bushy shrub with slightly arching stems and mid-green leaves, which have
attractive, slightly bronzed tones when young.

Lichfield Angel
The charming peach pink cups open to neat, creamy apricot rosettes and
give off a light, clove fragrance. With up to 110 petals on each bloom, this
continually blooming rose provides large (4” diameter on average), domed,
creamy-white flowers that create a beautiful sight. As a shapely shrub, it
grows to be 4’ wide and 4’ tall and has medium, semi-glossy, dark green
foliage.

Munstead Wood
Light crimson buds gradually open to reveal very deep velvety crimson
blooms. The flowers are large cups at first, becoming shallowly cupped with
time. There is a strong Old Rose fragrance with warm, fruity notes of
blackberry, blueberry, and damson. The bushy, spreading growth forms a
broad shrub. Ideal for container or border.

Queen of Sweden
Exquisite little buds open to half-enclosed cups, eventually becoming wide,
shallow, upward-facing cups of pleasing formality. The color begins as softapricot pink, gradually changing to pure soft pink over time. There is a
lovely myrrh fragrance. It forms a bushy, yet upright shrub. Ideal for
partially shaded areas.

Teasing Georgia (CL)
A yellow 4-5" rose (petals 50+) of delicate beauty. The flowers are of a
particularly pleasing cupped formation. The center petals are in the form of
a rich deep yellow while the outer petals fall back and fade to pale yellow,
providing a most pleasing two-tone effect on a continual blooming bush.
The growth is strong but gracefully displaying the flowers nicely. A pleasant
tea rose fragrance.

Tess of the D'Urbervilles
Large fragrant 4" flowers (petals 70) of bright crimson coloring. They are of
a nice, deeply curved shape in the early stages; the petals turning back to
give a less formal but still attractive flower. They bend over with their
weight, to give an elegant effect. The growth is robust, bushy and spreading
and the leaves are large and dark green. Old rose/fruity myrrh fragrance on a
repeat blooming plant. Medium, semi-glossy, medium green foliage.

The Albrighton Rambler
A repeat-flowering variety which, unusually for a rambler, has fully double
flowers that are small and cup-shaped. They are blush pink, fading to blush
white and are held in large, gracefully hanging sprays. The petals of each
bloom are beautifully arranged around a little button eye; the overall
appearance being one of exceptional prettiness and charm. Ideal for partial
sunlight.

The Alnwick Rose
Pretty, rich pink, cup-shaped buds gradually open to broad, full-petalled,
shallow cups. The fully open blooms are soft pink and have an Old Rose
scent, with just a hint of raspberry. The growth is bushy and relatively
upright. Ideal for containers, borders and hedges. Pedal count 120.

The Lady Gardener
Bears large, quartered rosettes, each about 4” across, packed with loosely
arranged petals. They are a beautiful shade of pure apricot, paling towards
the edges. There is a lovely Tea fragrance, with hints of cedar wood and
vanilla.

Tottering-by-Gently
This variety’s beauty is found both in the simplicity of its single flowers and
the spectacular display they create when viewed en masse. Held in large,
open sprays, the yellow flowers open to reveal golden stamens. Paling
prettily over time, they have a light musky scent, with fresh notes of orange
peel. It flowers freely, repeating regularly throughout the summer. A large,
healthy shrub; its growth is rounded and branching.

Tranquility
Notable for the perfection of its flowers. An attractive, very floriferous
variety, bearing pure white, beautifully rounded, rosette blooms. Almost
thornless with very healthy, vigorous growth. Light apple fragrance.

Vanessa Bell
Large clusters of very free-flowering, pale yellow blooms. Pink-tinged buds
open to medium-sized cups held in large clusters. Pale yellow, paling to
white at the edges; each with a rich yellow eye. The fragrance is similar to
green Tea with aspects of lemon and honey. It forms a bushy, upright shrub.

Wollerton Old Hall (CL)
A wonderfully fragrant climber – its strong, warm myrrh fragrance has
intense hints of citrus. The buds have attractive flashes of red, open to
beautifully rounded, chalice-shaped blooms of pale apricot, eventually
paling to cream. Ideal for partial sunlight.

Climbers
Cherry Frost
Cherry Frost™ is a solid, cane hardy, zone 4 rose with beautiful clusters of
smaller red blooms. Climbing rose of superior disease resistance. From
spring until frost, she puts on a stunning display with flushes of small,
beautiful clusters of cherry red blooms. You will not be disappointed by this
distinguishable red, super bloomer!

Cloud 10
Cloud 10 is a vigorous hybrid climber that blooms heavily in the spring and
continually blooms throughout the season. Its pure white, very full blooms
(50-60 petals) are stunning, similar to English roses and are accompanied by
exceptionally clean foliage. The cupped blooms are 2.25” in diameter on
average and are borne mostly solitary in small clusters. They are fully
resistant to blackspot and almost immune to rust and mildew.

Highwire Flyer
Bred by Will Radler, breeder of The Knock Out® Rose and many other
notable Climbing Roses, Highwire Flyer™ has a very strong, vibrant color
with excellent resistance to black spot, rust, and mildew. Lightly fragrant,
Pack a bold statement in your garden with continuous, abundant, hot pink
blooms!

Laguna
This very fragrant climbing rose has very double petal count strong pink
blooms in clusters of 6 to 8 flowers among dark green shining foliage. If
you dream of decorating your home with fresh, fragrant roses, you should
grow Laguna Rose in your garden. Well-balanced and captivating, this rose
has a sweet scent, a passionate combination of fresh lemon, which develops
into the flavor of ripe flowers of lemongrass. Fruity litchi comes up on a bed
of rose geranium and strong aspects of rose. Earthy notes, like patchouli,
give the scent its ripe, full-bodied and classic character.

Lavender Crush
This shrub rose features lavender tones blended with a reverse of creamy
white. Clusters of full old-fashioned flowers bow down on graceful arching
stems that invite you to take in the intense citrus blossom and rose aroma.

Perfume Breeze (NEW)
A magnificent, floriferous climber, Perfume Breeze™ is covered in a sea of
soft pink blooms from Spring to Fall. The clusters of dainty, rosette blooms
are strongly fragrant and make this climber a wonderful choice for a variety
of applications on arbors, pillars or fences. The vine-like canes are easily
trainable and have a wisteria-like effect.

Tangerine Skies
This high and mighty climber will be a beacon of light in any garden!
Reaching heights up to 8 feet tall, Tangerine Skies™ Arborose® is an
outstanding choice for tall arbors or trellises. The blooms it produces are a
peachy mango blend and sit beautifully against glossy, dark green foliage. In
addition, this Kordes® rose is incredibly resistant against common diseases.

